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YOU DON’T HAVE TO DO 
EVERYTHING

1.



PUT A PLAN IN PLACE - 
ONE STEP AT A TIME

2.



It was April 2013…

…and I had NO idea what I was doing.







It was June 2014…

…and I was BEYOND freaked out 
about launching my podcast.









It was Feb 2015…

…and I had made it my BIG goal to 
speak on stage.









The next step will reveal itself
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3 Steps to Creating Systems

 Take inventory 
 Write out the steps 
 Determine efficiencies





Take Inventory

 Document your tasks  
 Categorize by frequency





Write Out The Steps

 Pretend you’re doing it 
 Document it





Determine Efficiencies

 Automate 
 Delegate 
 Batch



Automate



Delegate



Batch



Batch
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3 Time Saving Systems

 Content Creation 
 Editing 
 Marketing



Content Creation
 Blogs, Quora, Medium, newsletters 
 Google Alerts (use keywords) 
 Social Media research 
 Industry magazines or event pages 
 Audience engagement



The System
 Keep a running list (Workflowy) 
 Create a content outline to follow 
 Commit to your frequency 
 Batch your creation time w/ a schedule  
 Confirm w/ a checklist
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The System
 Keep a running list (Workflowy) 
 Create a content outline to follow 
 Commit to your frequency 
 Batch your creation time w/ a schedule  
 Confirm w/ a checklist



 Intro & hook (30-45 seconds) 
 Story (address any limiting beliefs) (7 mins) 
 How-to + set of steps (10 mins) 
 Conclusion & next steps (2 mins)

Content Outline
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Frequency
 Daily 
 2x / week 
 Weekly 
 Bi-monthly
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Create a Schedule
 Topic ideas = daily 
 Creation day = Tuesday 

 2 episode outlines 
 4 pieces of social - schedule (2 / ea post) 
 2 newsletters - schedule (1 / ea post) 

 Recording & editing day = Wednesday
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 Keep a running list (Workflowy) 
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Checklist

Visit topic ideas list 
Pull up episode outline 
Drafting content (2x) 
Edit outline 
Create social media & schedule (4x) 
Create emails & schedule (2x)



Editing
 People breathe 
 We all say ‘um’ and ‘ah’ 
 Choose your marker (clap, silence, flag) 
 Learning experience 
 You WILL improve over time



The System
 Set editing parameters 
 Create templates 
 Batch your editing time 
 Confirm w/ a checklist
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Create a Schedule
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The System
 Set editing parameters 
 Create templates 
 Batch your editing time 
 Confirm w/ a checklist



Checklist

 Add intro & music 
 Find editing spots 
 Add outro & music 
 Save-as ‘final’  
 Export MP3 
 Upload / schedule



Marketing
 Your podcast won’t market itself 
 …but there are a lot of tools to help! 
 This is YOUR time & YOUR responsibility 
 Engagement & presence is key



The System
 Choose your platform 
 Batch your creation 
 Delegate & automate 
 Batch engagement
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Create a Schedule
 Topic ideas = daily 
 Creation day = Tuesday 
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The System
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Delegate & Automate
 You already batched the content 
 Delegate the scheduling 
 Automate w/ tools like MeetEdgar, 
repurpose.io, Splasheo

http://repurpose.io


The System
 Choose your platform 
 Batch your creation 
 Delegate & automate 
 Batch engagement



Batch Engagement



Thank You!

EOFire.com/pm19

http://EOFire.com/pm19

